UN Commission on the Status of Women – Session 59 - Panel

BEIJING PEACE TRAIN & BEYOND – WOMEN’S MEMORIES & TESTIMOMIALS

March 13, 2015
10:30 am – 12:00 pm
Church Center of the UN - Chapel
NYC

Distinguished Speakers:

- Ms. Robin Lloyd – Chair of WILPF US Development Committee– Beijing Peace Train Introduction, Film, Exhibit
- Ms. Krishna Ahooja Patel – WILPF International Former President
- Ms. Ida Harslof – WILPF Denmark – Beijing Peace Train Photos, Posters, Calendar
- Ms. Helene Rosenbluth – Award Winning Radio Documentary on the Beijing Peace Train
- Ms. Barbara Lochbihler - 1995 Secretary-General, WILPF International – European Parliament Member of Germany
- Ms. Angela Dolmetsch & Ms. Harriet Johansson - Peace Train 10 Workshops with Global Women + Manifestos
- Ms. Litha Musyimi-Ogana – Africa Women’s Peace Train Story to Beijing & Beyond & Promise of the UN Fourth World Conference for Women
- Ms. Satty Gill Kaswani – Beijing Peace Train Testimonial
- New Moon Magazine for Girls & Girls International Forum Had the Only Girls’ Delegation to the Beijing Conference –Zora Radosevich & Reshma Pattni
- Audience Reflections on the Beijing Women’s Peace Train
- Future Directions – Ms. Regina Birchem – WILPF Midwest US, Former WILPF International President

Moderator: Ms. Lois A. Herman –Women’s UN Report Network, WUNRN Coordinator

Panel Organizers: Robin Lloyd, Lois A. Herman, Regina Birchem